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Mi Russell Dumas 
Director, Gas 8( Rail Access 
Economic Regulation Authority 
Governor Stirling Tower 
Level 6, 197 St George's Terrace 
PERTH WA 6000 

Dear Mr Dumas 

DAMPER TO BUNBURY PIPELINE REVISED ACCESS ARRANGEMENT - PART HAUL 
& BACK HAUL TARlFFS 

I refer you to the ERA'S request for comment on DBP's alternative cost allocation proposal as 
outlined in Submission 48 with regard to part haul and back haul services. This is Apache 
Energy Limited's submission. 

In overview we disagree with DBP's position on 2 fundamental points. 

First, back haul and part haul services have been and are likely to be sought by a significant 
part of the market. Secandly, if a distance related tariff is not to be calculated and the tariffs 
are to be truly cost reflective of the services offered, DBP's methodology is open to question. 

Apache Energy is or will be supplying 5 customers by part haul back haul totalling nearly 120 
TJ/d which represents in excess of 15% of the total gas market. It is our view that this is a 
significant part of the market and that developments in the Pilbara will continue to be a 
significant part of the market. Thus, part haul back haul must be provided as a Reference. 
Service. 

The part haul forward haul market whilst not as significant as the part haul back haul market 
is used by a number of buyers particularly to access the Parmelia Pipeline at Mondarra. The 
part haul flow rates involved are similar to the total average gas supplied to domestic gas 
customers in the south-west (circa 20-30 TJ/d). One can argue that the domestic gas market 
is a significant part of the market, and so is the part haul forward haul market. Thus, part haul 
foward haul should therefore be a Reference Service. 

A distance related tariff obviously provides a smoothed tariff for part haul services that on 
average will return DBP's invested capital and cover its operating costs. To do other than this 
provides a very notchy tariff structure depending on inlet and outlet locations. It is interesting 
to observe that the expanded Dampiet to Bunbury Pipeline will have a quite uniform 
distribution of capital over each section, supportive of a distance related tariff. 

However, a part haul service to the offtake to the Parmelia Pipeline calculated under DBP's 
methodology results in a tariff that is similar to the full haul tariff. This effectively sterifises the 
competition that the Parmelia Pipeline otherwise offers to transport gas to the aouth-west. In 
other words, the tariff structure proposed by DBP could be seen as anti competitive. 
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